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*A CALL for YOUNG MEMBERS OF INTER/NATIONAL AUTISTIC SOCIETIES

in collaboration with the CYPRUS HIGH COMMISSION CULTURAL SECTION

*

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

CONCEPT
To Empower individuals who are
self-isolating or quarantining,
and through design to allow them
to empower another marginalised
group.

YOUR AUDIENCE
Through your design help support
blind and partially sighted young
people (aged 12-25) during the
coronavirus pandemic.

FINA L DELIV ERY
Design a Coronavirus Face Mask For
visually impaired people.

The coronavirus
pandemic has
created new
challenges for
blind and
partially sighted
people.
Information is
vital and we
should work
together to
co-design and
co-exist in a
current daily
changing society
to ensure blind
and partially
sighted people
are kept informed
and have access to
help.
We invite you to
design a mask that
can help support
anyone with sight
loss who has
become isolated or
is concerned about
accessing
information,
products or
services.
You do not need
specialised
knowledge of
design software,
or experience in
design. You can
send us your ideas
on either “mask
designs” or
“information
designs that can
be applied on a
mask”.
Upon sending us
your ideas, our
design research
team will contact
you to finalise and
realise the
design.
The best 3 masks
will be produced
as limited
edition, and the
winning design
will be produced
and distributed
to help blind and
partially sighted
people.
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Design to inform people in need

STEP 2

STEP 3

PROJECT KICK-OFF

STEP 1

Develop you Concepts

Design drawings / sketches

Ask them to give you feecback

STEP 5

STEP 7

Re-design your mask

PRODUCTION

W EEK 6

Show again to your family

Ask your friends on social media

STEP 8

Finalise your drawing

STEP 9
Take a picture and Send it to us

STEP 10

FINA L

BRIEF TIMELINE

Present your work to your family

STEP 4

with 100 words describing your idea
add ‘COVID-19 DESIGN’on email subject
email as at design_school@gre.ac.uk

STEP 11
Deadline: 04 MAY 2020
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ABOUT
US

Empowering
Individuals
Design Brief
Research Question
focuses on
‘What is enabled
when designers
design with,
and for ‘others?”

In a constantly changing society, imbued
with political, economic and cultural
disputes, we are challenged to rethink of the
way we co-exist, co-participate, co-feel,
co-design. The diversity + inclusivity by
Design (d+iD) research at the School of
Design, University of Greenwich, London,
focuses on speculation concerning what is
enabled when designers design with, and for
others. How could our design processes
amplify, diversify, and mobilise this
under-investigated aspect of practice and
discourse? Where could design act
inclusively regardless of disability,
gender, ethnicity, vulnerability, language
or age?

research shaped the 2017 International
exhibition titled: ‘Enabling designers to
design with, and for others’, where we
showcased work from collaborating
international research centres and
organisations.
The exhibition-initiated discussions,
debates and research that positively impact
our social and interdisciplinary landscapes
by bringing together people from diverse
fields and degrees of expertise. This first
exhibition led to further research, and in
early 2018 d+iD started an innovative
project in collaboration with the Cultural
Section of the High Commission of the
Republic of Cyprus in London.

We believe that on-going research in the
areas of diversity and inclusion strengthen
our understanding and ability to engage in
design-driven innovation, social novelty
and interdisciplinary design. We detect the
rapid changes in our daily communication,
and, through our research, we inform and
better our world. The first outcomes of our

We encourage collaboration between
academics, researchers and practitioners
drawn from design-related disciplines
including participatory design, fashion,
visual communication, interactive design,
and architecture.
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TEAM
LEADERS

DR A NASTASIOS M A R AGIA NNIS
D+ID R ESEA RCH LEA D UOG

EM M A NOUIL K A NELLOS
PR ACTICE R ESEA RCH UOG

Deputy Head School of Design at the
University of Greenwich, London
interdisciplinary co-design
researcher and strategic thinker.

Academic and researcher in the
University of Greenwich with an
interest in creative 3D design
and Innovative technologies.

DR STACEY PITSILLIDES
VC SENIOR FELLOW IN DESIGN

A LEX A NDROS KOSMIDIS
DESIGNER AT FOR PEOPLE
Award winning designer at
FORPEOPLE, using graphic design to
engage with people and shape their
experiences in the world.

Researcher at Northumbria School of
Design, focusing on designing for
sensitive situations in a
practice-based participatory way.
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DESIGN
RESEARCH HAS
THE POWER TO
CHANGE THE WAY
WE CO-EXIST;
CO-PARTICIPATE;
CO-FEEL;
CO-DESIGN.
REGARDLESS OF
DISABILITY,
GENDER, LANGUAGE
ETHNICITY OR AGE.
OUR PHILOSOPHY

OUR ETHOS

OUR VISION
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CASE
STUDY
CYPRUS HIGH COM MISSION IN UK

PROJECT NA ME: D+ID EMPOW ERING
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THE COLLA BOR ATION

The diversity + inclusivity by Design
Research (d+iD) based at the School of
Design, University of Greenwich, in
partnership with the Cultural Section of the
Cyprus High Commission in London,
presented an unprecedented number of
outstanding research outputs in an
innovative international exhibition in
autumn 2019.
The exhibition showcased co-design research
and explored how diverse and inclusive
design could become the ultimate
communication tool to connect the world to
go beyond expected boundaries, through a
range of transdisciplinary approaches that
positively impact our social and political
landscapes.
We invited a group of Cypriot design
researchers across the United Kingdom to
critically explore and reflect on the theme
“Diversity and Inclusivity by Design:

THE COVID-19 CH A LLENGE

d+iD previous research exhibition outputs
have so far focused primarily on global
creative industries as well as on an
amalgamation of national and international
projects.
In collaboration with the National Autistic
Scoiety (NAS) we are challenged to further
our initial research concepts and explore
the concepts of co-designing and co-existing
in the current global condition of extreme
social distancing measures, engendered by
the COVID-19* pandemic, in order to
empower individuals who are
self-isolating** or quarantining***.

THE CONCEPT

Empowering Individuals”. Through extensive
research the designers produced a piece of
work with which they participated in a group
exhibition, which took part in the
prestigious London Design Festival 2019.
The exhibition reflected on developments in
diversity and inclusivity by design in the
current creative Cypriot landscape.

*
An acronym
created by the
World Health
Organization
(WHO)
that stands for
the respiratory
disease caused by
the novel
coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2).
It stands for
“CoronaVirus
Disease of 2019”

Using the visual language of communication
these creative design researchers and
participants pointed various social issues
including topics such as politics, gender,
conflicts, disability and consumerism.

THE R ESULT

As a result of this progect we are now ready
to take the initial research concepts
further and explore the concepts of
co-designing and co-existing in our current
global situations affected by the COVID-19*
pandemic and in collaboration with the
members of Autistic Scoieties
to empower individuals
who are self-isolating** or quarantining!***
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**
Self-isolation,
as opposed to
quarantine, is
when someone who
is confirmed to be
ill with a
transmissible
disease has to
separate
themselves from
healthy people
around them
***
Staying home and
away from other
people as much as
possible after
exposure or
potential
exposure to an
infection
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